Accessories - Skirting Rubber Insert
Code

CPM 250

Description

Skirting Insert - Rubber

Length

Roll of 300 Linear Metres

Colour

Grey

CPM SYSTEMS

Accessories - Corner Stakes
Code

CPM 500

Description

Corner Stake

Colour

Black / Grey
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Plant & Corporate Office :

CPM Systems Pvt. Ltd.

NORWEGIAN

ACCREDITATION

An ISO 9001:2008 Co.

B-2/2, Okhla Industrial Area Ph. II,
New Delhi -110020
Phone : 011-41096757, 41325477
Email : info@cpmsystems.in
systems.cpm@gmail.com

Authorised Distributor / Dealers

ALLfit Aluminium Skirting Product Information
No Clamp

No Clamp Marks This means that the full length of the product is usable rather than wasting the ends to
usightly prosuction clamp marks

Pre-Drilled

Holes are pre-drilled at 10mm from the end of each 3.6metre length and then at 450mm and 600mm
centres which ensures that you will easily find wall studs - the fact that the holes are pre-drilled also speeds
up the installation process and ensures that it can be done by one person

Mill Finish

The Product can be supplied in Mill Finish which enables customers to arrange their own powder coating
should they wish to do so - Mill Finish product is supplied pre-drilled but not pre-taped

Anodised

Clear anodising ensures that the MEDIA BLAST finish will absorb minor knocks without spoiling the visual
appeal - the Anodised product is supplied pr-drilled and pre-taped

ALLfit Aluminium Skirting Product Information - Continued

Rubber Insert

Rubber Insert
Power Coated

The product can be supplied Power Coated in a wide range of colours to suit your clients’ installation- the
Power Coated product is supplied pre-drilled and pre-taped

Insert Colours

A choice of black or grey rubber inserts allows you to customise the finished look to suit your client’s needs

Corner Stakes

Corner stakes help to ensure the rigidity of the system - using corner stakes also simlplifies the task of
joining aluminium skirting at hte corners

Rubber Insert

* All the dimensions are in MM
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